Bull Run Middle School Lunch Schedules

6th Grade Schedule A  10:00-10:30
Team Discovery / Team Enterprise/Austism
Ellis, Romano, Toothman, Williams, Sitler, Rich, Schumann, L. Smith & Nonaka

6th Grade Schedule B  10:33-11:03
Team Endeavor
Burchell, Gonsalves, Johnson, Layton, Harper & Sexton

8th Grade Schedule A  11:35-12:05
Math/Sci/ESOL/FL
Irizarry, Crandall, Horning, Racer, Tumblin, A. Smith, Stephenson, Brown & McClymont
Arredondo & DeFusco

8th Grade Schedule B  12:10-12:40
LA/SS/ID/Mild ID
Leon, Vann, Bjork, Pimsaen, Knight, Lazer, Concepcion & Harris-Hawkins

7th Grade Schedule A  12:50-1:17
Team Extreme/Autism/ID/Mild ID
Bonini, Cottrell, Jellison, Kemp, Spencer, Wilner Catacora & Ashe

7th Grade Schedule B  1:17-1:47
Team Elite & Team Epic
Bonfadini, Hooper, Saxon, Stone, Bailey, Price, Terwilliger & Watkins